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Colorado FBLA,
District Leadership Conferences are approaching rapidly! Because of this, your state officer team has been working
on making sure you have all the prep materials you need to have a successful future within competition. Make sure
you check out our Colorado FBLA Wordpress and the national website in order to find other materials that may be
beneficial to you! Below is a list of the dates and locations for all Colorado District Leadership Conferences:
District 1: February 8 @ Aims Community College
District 2: February 2 @ 1st Bank Center
District 3: February 9 @ Northeastern Junior College
District 4: February 8 @ Northeastern Junior College
District 5: February 9 @ Event Center at Arapahoe County Fairgrounds
District 6: February 10 @ Pueblo Central High School
District 7: February 7 @ Otero Junior College
District 8: February 7 @ Adams State University
District 9: February 6 @ Colorado Mesa University
District 10: February 7 @ Event Center at Arapahoe County Fairgrounds
District 11: February 8 @ Event Center at Arapahoe County Fairgrounds
Your state officers wish you the best of luck, and we cannot wait to see you at the 2017 State Leadership Conference
in Vail!
Sincerely,
Your Colorado FBLA State Officer Team

D id Yo u Kn o w?





In 1942, the first FBLA local chapter was organized in Johnson City, Tennessee.
John Binnion chartered the first Colorado FBLA local chapter in 1962.
FBLA’s annual membership topped 200,000 for the first time in 1987.
The 2004 National Leadership Conference was hosted in our very own capital city– Denver!
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The Stratton FBLA Chapter participated in a “Month of Service” during the month of
November, 2016. Their service for the month included an annual donation to Operation
Christmas Child and a first-time donation to Emily’s Pantry.
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Month of Service

Operation Christmas Child is an organization that collects gifts for those in need during
the holiday season and distributes them accordingly. Members of the Stratton FBLA
Chapter combined with the Stratton FFA Chapter to donate. Each member filled a
shoebox with special toys and gifts to send. Each package was also complete with the
addition of a personalized note from the member to the child that would receive their
donation. Together, the chapters filled and donated 47 boxes.

Emily’s Pantry is the local food drive in Stratton. Donations are collected and then given
to the families in need. The Stratton FBLA Chapter held a district-wide canned goods sculpture contest. Students K12 were invited to participate in the competition of building the most creative, Thanksgiving themed, sculpture with
the cans their class provided. When the contest was complete, judges chose a winner from the elementary school
and a winner from the middle/high school. The winners of the elementary school were the first and second graders
as they combined their cans to create a Mayflower. The winners of the middle/high school were the seventh graders
by using their cans to spell the words “Give Thanks.” The cans from each class were gathered to donate. The district
donated over 150 pounds of food to Emily’s Pantry.

Top Left: Operation Christmas Child
Top Right: Elementary school winning
sculpture
Bottom Left: Middle/ High School
winning sculpture
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March of Dimes is a cause for the good of babies everywhere! Even though the holiday season has drawn to a close,
March of Dimes’ efforts to continue helping families everywhere certainly has not! In fact, students and communities
are joining the effort now, more than ever, and stepping up to make a difference. Colorado FBLA’s very own Sangre
De Cristo High School started their own movement when, on November 16th, their entire school was encouraged to
wear purple and contribute or collect a donation to go towards the foundation. What a way to make a difference!
This is just a single example of how FBLA members are supportive of March of Dimes and its programs! Through
various fundraisers held by chapters throughout the year
to the Miracle Minutes held at conferences, our
organization as a whole has raised thousands and
thousands of dollars, helping thousands of people!
Although the holiday season has come to end, do not let
your desire to donate or help end as well. Keep up the
good work, Colorado!
Submitted by: Megan DeWolf, District 1 Vice President

The Competitiv e Edge:
P r e p a r i n g Fo r S u c c e s s i n Yo u r E v e n t
As competition season approaches, we encourage every member to prepare for their event as best they can.
However, it sometimes appear challenging. Where can you go to start studying? Your state officer team is proud to
announce a newly updated resource for this year to help prepare members for their competitive events: The
Colorado FBLA Wordpress. This website is a collection of links to study materials, videos, rating sheets, and various
other resources that members can use. From objective tests to speaking competitions, there is a page for every FBLA
event. We encourage you to check it out at coloradofblasite.wordpress.com.
This link is a great jumping off point for members to use as they prepare for Districts, State, and Nationals. However,
there are plenty of other resources available as well. Search the web for study guides, Quizlets, and other materials.
Other CTSOs such as DECA or FFA may have study materials for similar events that can help you prepare as well.
Also, be sure to talk with your advisers to find textbooks for topics such as Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Marketing,
Management, and other business topics. Good luck to all of you, and happy competing!
Submitted by: Henry White, State Secretary
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Q: What is a Distinguished Member Award?
A: A Distinguished Member Award is a pin that recognizes a member for his or
her enthusiasm and dedication in FBLA.

Distinguished
Members

Q: Who awards DMAs?
A: Members of your state officer team distribute DMAs.
Q: When are DMAs awarded?
A: DMAs can be awarded during conferences, chapter visits, or chapter activities
at which state officers are present.

Ryan Strain, Pueblo South High School
My name is Ryan Strain, and I attend Pueblo South High School. I was
honored to be awarded this Distinguished Membership Award by
Jayden Martinez and Gabriella Engle at the South High School 20162017 FBLA Member Installation Dinner at Manhattan's Pizzeria on
December 15, 2016. I have been a member of my school chapter of
FBLA since 2014 (my freshman year). I continued my membership with
FBLA in the year 2015-2016, and I was chosen to be the Fundraising
Chairman for my FBLA Chapter. This year, I am excited to say that I am
now the 2016-2017 Co-President of my FBLA chapter. I have enjoyed
many of the experiences that FBLA has allowed me to be a part of in my
high school, and outside of school. I look forward to helping make many
positive differences for my FBLA Chapter to hopefully increase
membership, and various opportunities by being a part of FBLA.

Nam Nguyen, Broomfield High School
I’m from a family of hardworking immigrants. I want to live in a world filled with
exciting adventures, innovative businesses, meeting unique people and becoming
an excellent leader. I crave for the next challenge I can overcome. I'm always in
search for the next memorable, adventurous journey I can partake on with one-of-a
-kind people. My all time goal is to make the world a better place for anyone. By
becoming an excellent leader I could encourage change to benefit the world. I'm
determined that, with hard work and persistence, progress can be achieved to
improve the world.

Are You a DMA Recipient?
If you have received a Distinguished Member Award, we would like to know more about you and your FBLA-PBL
experience! Please email Selene Ortiz, our State Reporter, a bio by March 1 for recognition in the spring edition of
Colorado FBLA Today!
selene.ortiz@rockyford.k12.co.us
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C h ap te r Vis its & M emb e r R e c og n itio n
One of the best parts about holding a state office as a District
Vice President is the ability to meet and recognize the
members in our respective districts. Officers are able to
accomplish this through chapter visits. During a regular
chapter visit, a state officer may give a presentation to the
chapter about FBLA and the benefits of being in our
organization as well as talk to the members. As the Colorado
FBLA officer team, it is our goal to establish a connection with
our chapters, not only for the benefit of the members but also
for the enrichment of our term as State Officers. We want to
educate students on what FBLA can do for them while at the
same time building on the foundation previous Colorado FBLA members have constructed.
Submitted by Kristen Veliz, District 3 Vice President

Taking a Trip to the National Fall Leadership Conference
As my first National Fall Leadership Conference finally approached me, I
became curious about what I should expect. Boy, were my expectations met! The
conference, held in Dallas, Texas, is one that I wish more members from Colorado
would attend. As soon as you arrive at the hotel where the conference will be held,
you are welcomed with not only the hotel employees, but also with a various
amount of different organizations. Christmas lights were being strung up, even
though it was only November 18, 2016. Some events were always happening 24/7,
music would be blasting loudly as a dance would be taking place at the main lobby
level almost every night. When I say that the Hotel Anatole was almost as
enormous as the Grand Central Train Station in New York, I am not exaggerating.
Once the NFLC finally commenced, you instantly started having feelings of inspiration and aspiration envelop
your mindset. You walk in the Opening/Closing Sessions and see the room engulfed in projected flames, “FBLA-PBL”
imprinted on the main screen, and social media shoutouts on the two side screens. You see the National Officers
walk up on stage and you instantly believe you have the same confidence as them; you believe just like they do that
you can change the world. Then, the keynote speakers walk up on the stages of the Opening and Closing Sessions
getting ready to show you their magic tricks of motivational speaking. Once the keynote speakers start to close their
session, they instill a spirit inside of you that you can do anything, that you become anything, that you matter.
The next day, you wake up and prepare for the informative workshops that are presented to you. These workshops
were extraordinarily instructive. During these workshops, you learned the importance of donating to March of
Dimes, why FBLA-PBL is not only for people that are majoring in any Business related career, and what the
Professional Division is and why it is there. You gain knowledge and meet people that can be very beneficial down
the road of your FBLA-PBL career. Your mindset after the conference, is completely changed from the first day you
had arrived in Dallas.
T
he two-day conference had an abundant amount of information packed into a really busy schedule. That
didn’t stop you from learning new things or having some personal time heading into downtown Dallas. You also had
time to catch the FBLA-PBL National Officers, as well as chatting with a few State Officers from other states like
Arizona, Kansas, North Carolina, Tennessee, Nevada, Alabama, and Texas. Even though my time there was limited, I
enjoyed every second of it! It was a great experience, and I encourage more members to attend next year!
Submitted by: Gary DeLeon, District 7 Vice President
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It’s Your Business
In today's world, modern corporations and businesses
are everywhere. Just go walking down the street and
you will see a business being built or even remodeled.
What you don't see is a child or kid running these
businesses you might see the owner's son or daughter
and that's about it. To become a business leader you
have to want it and you have to be willing to put in
hard work and be patient. Preparation is a vital part in
our future for being successful. Business education is
integrating itself all over the world impacting on young
adults and high school students everywhere! Everyone
has their own personal dream, not all of them get to
reach that dream but if you have a dream to be
successful it is easier than you think to reach that goal.
During life you will face challenges and different
obstacles that will prepare you for everything in life
including everything from budgeting to job interviewing
to typing. Paying bills, creating a budget, building a
strong resume, and being a leader are all
monumentally important parts of being an adult. It's
your business it's your life achieve it.

How FBLA Has Benefitted Me
Going into high school at Roosevelt High School, I was an
unbelievably unconfident girl. Without a doubt, it was
one of the most nerve-wrecking days of my life. My
father was the chapter adviser of our school’s FBLA club;
it was a given that I would be joining. To my father’s
surprise, his timid daughter decided to sign up for Public
Speaking I. The prompt was to talk about the goals of
FBLA, and the second one I read was the one that I
couldn’t let go of. The second FBLA goal is to “strengthen
the confidence of students in themselves and in their
work”. As somebody who had no idea what confidence
was like, writing this speech was a struggle for me. But
before I knew it, I was being called up on stage at the
District Conference for taking second place in Public
Speaking I. Taking second at districts, then later taking
sixth at SLC has improved my confidence more than
anything ever has. FBLA has benefitted me by giving me
the opportunity to gain the confidence I have always
wanted, and I could not be more thankful.
Submitted by: Riane Yost, Roosevelt

Submitted by: Mickey Hilton, Fort Lupton
FUN Leaders
Being a leader is greatly stressed, where people are judged by their ability to innovate and achieve success through
others. We have entered a generation where leadership is not apparent in an individual, but can rather be taught.
Therefore, three main keys to becoming a great leader are found in the acronym FUN, where ‘F’ stands for a focused
leader, the ‘U’ stands for a leader's ability to promote unity, and lastly ‘N’ which stands for no excuses, where leader
must remain accountable.
Focus. A great leader remains focused in every project they pursue. Beyond that they remain focused in their
goals, whether they are personal or team goals. Being focused is imperative to the success of an individual or team
because it promotes efficiency.
Unity. A leader should be capable of creating unity amongst a team. Unity is important and can be accomplished through increased communication. Unity is important because members will feel more confident when talking to peers and trying to complete projects.
No excuses. A leader will make no excuses when they have failed. This is because rather than making excuses
a leader must be willing to withstand criticism and profit from failure. Failure teaches one from the mistakes they
have made. Making excuses for one's failure will prohibit them from the valuable knowledge one can learn. In addition, it teaches those around them that making excuses for their mistakes is acceptable.
I believe that everyone has the potential to become a great leader. This can be done with FUN, where if a
leader possesses the qualities of focus, accountability, and unity, the success of their leadership will grow. Not only
will an individual leader profit from these attributes, but they can teach it to their team as well. This will create a
more efficient and unilateral team, making it easier to channel innovation.
Submitted by: Madison Hermann, Cherokee Trail
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Leadership in FBLA
Eleanor Roosevelt, a former first lady of the United States, once said, “People grow through experience if
they meet life honestly and courageously. This is how character is built.” Future Business Leaders of America helps
each member to embody the same qualities that Eleanor Roosevelt referred to in her famous quote regarding
one’s character. FBLA instills in young professionals; proper business attire, etiquette, ethics, communication, and
networking skills for business leadership. Leaders set high standards for themselves on which to achieve greater
heights and accomplishments above and beyond what they have already achieved. Mentors can motivate others
simply by bringing out the best in people and inspiring them to reach their fullest potential. A true leader will help
others when they need it and guide in times of any difficulty to overcome any obstacle.
Future Business Leaders of America introduces members to the way business professionals dress and how
to be prepared with special attention to mannerisms in the business world. First impressions play a vital role in the
business world and FBLA prepares young leaders early on; emphasizing dress code, personal conduct, and
professionalism for all official conferences across the nation. The FBLA organization also prepares students for real
world leadership through competitive events. Competing in competitive events teaches members not only how to
grow and prosper in a competitive environment, but also about the business world. Additionally, members learn
the business ideals of; accomplishment, modesty, and perseverance in the work force. Receiving awards plays a big
role in recognizing the hard work and determination that each member has put into their event. Accomplishment
steeped in the modesty of recognition ignites young professionals forward and into the community. FBLA members
take pride in their chosen field of competition receiving earned awards with enthusiasm and respectful
acknowledgement for those who did not place in an event.
Perseverance is especially important when it comes to FBLA leadership because to persevere is to meet
accomplishment. Competitive events also help members to excel in their chosen field by exposing them to diverse
levels of competition. Communication and networking are also important assets of being a leader in FBLA and in
the business community. Networking allows members to meet other chapter associates and helps form
connections with people who have unique opportunities to offer. Communication is a valuable technique that
encourages members to create a sense of a relationship with other people and generate new connections.
Communication and networking depend on two people exchanging ideas to keep an idea or effort successful.
Future Business Leaders of America has been preparing young business leaders for 75 years to enter the
business world of traditional or non-traditional employment. FBLA guides members to be productive business
leaders and role models within our community.
Today we are young members who are quickly becoming the business leaders of tomorrow.
Submitted by: Lexis Nylund, Fossil Ridge
FBLA: The Start of Something Great
Today’s business world is dominated by powerful individuals who are masters in their fields. Where do these people
get their expert abilities? Were they born with them? Did they go to college for many years to learn these
skills? However they became so good at what they do, one thing can be almost certain and that is they probably got
a head start by being involved in FBLA. FBLA gives young men and women a full array of useful skills that help them
to become successful entities in the business world. FBLA teaches students the power of persuasive public speaking,
through its large assortment of presentation projects. FBLA also provides an opportunity for members to attend
many different leadership conferences where they learn what it takes to become successful businessmen and
women. In addition to learning useful skills, FBLA members get great networking opportunities when they attend
leadership conferences. They come into contact with many other people who share their same interests, and
everybody there has something that can help another person in some way. FBLA provides young men and women
the skills that they need in order to grow up and become masters of the business world.
Submitted by: Tyler Wylie, Akron
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Risk Equals Reward
“I learned you don’t get anywhere sitting comfortable
in a chair.” This quote by Conrad Hilton can be applied
to our daily lives, but I also believe it perfectly captures
the essence of business. Not only do we, as future
business leaders, need to be willing, we need to be
daring.
We all have been caught once, or twice, sitting back
and watching others be successful, but many times we
don’t realize all the risks that have been taken in getting
there. We wish to be great or we wish to win, but we
have to dare to try. FBLA dares us each and everyday to
step out of our comfort zones. This organization allows
us opportunities that we couldn’t even picture
ourselves trying. Opportunities like competing in
various projects that grant students to speak up or
make other’s lives better. This small push separates the
unsuccesful business leaders from the flourishing
business leaders. FBLA has been pushing students to
become these young men and women who succeed in
these business practices.
Mr. Hilton saying this small statement has perfectly
captured the property of what FBLA teaches. The
organization is showing us that taking these risks can
equal reward. Will you dare to be successful? Or will
you sit and watch others do the work? You have to
decide to walk away from the chair and dare to
succeed!

Pursuing Opportunity
“If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.” This quote
by Milton Berle strikes a chord with FBLA members’
desire to pursue opportunity. Life does not always hand
out opportunities when we expect them. In general, it
appears as though teenagers are continually waiting for
the right opportunity to come knocking at their door.
They should be using the resources available to them in
order to foster an environment that opportunity can
grow in, but they sit idly by, wasting precious time and
materials. Future Business Leaders of America do not
believe in such idleness.
Instead, we are called to be proactive and make the most
of our time. Rather than wait for the “prime
opportunity”, we create the conditions for the
opportunity to come. We are one step ahead of those
waiting by developing soft and hard business skills while
we are in high school instead of waiting until we are out
in the “real world”. Through hard work and
perseverance, we create the circumstances on which
opportunity is most likely to present itself. Then, we wait,
but only after making the most of our time and resources
around us. Such determination stands out and is more
likely to be recognized. FBLA members choose to pursue
opportunity from a young age; a choice that sets us apart
from other individuals and is a leap towards our success.
Submitted by: Rachael Northup, Sterling

Submitted by: Jenna Lengfelder, Fleming
FBLA Leadership
Who knew that my life would change with one single choice? Once I chose to be in FBLA my freshman year, it was so
exciting to know that I would get to enjoy the interaction with people in my chapter, meet a few new people and,
also, compete in both District and State competitions. I, for one, like to get out of my comfort zone as much as I
possibly can and try new things like, for example, I’m going to run for both a state and chapter this coming year for
Colorado.
Another thing that has helped me grow in the years that I have been in FBLA is the March of Dimes fundraiser that
FBLA sponsors in our school and community. It’s such a good event because it raises awareness for premature
babies and their families. The money that people donate helps the families and the babies that were once
premature. The mission of March of Dimes is simply this: “Prematurity is the #1 killer of babies in the United States.
We are working to change that and help more moms have full-term pregnancies and healthy babies. From polio to
prematurity the March of Dimes has focused on researching the problems that threaten our children and finding
ways to prevent them.” March of Dimes is something to be involved in because of these and many more reasons.
Also, another thing I like about FBLA is that it gets me ready for the real world. If looking for a profession or
occupation, FBLA is the way to do that. When you compete in test events, public speaking events, or other
prestations, then you are one step closer to your career in whatever you would like to do in life.
Submitted by: Bailey Brubacher, McClave
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Leadership
Leadership is defined as the action of leading a
group of people or an organization; but being a leader is
so much more than simply leading a group or
organization. If you asked a group of people to define
leadership, everyone would give a different definition. To
me, leadership is inspiring others to work toward
bettering themselves and others all around them. To be a
leader, you must be willing to do what is right even when
doing so isn’t always doing what is easy. Leaders are
respectful of everyone and their values; they are always
willing to take new ideas into consideration. Change
doesn’t scare a leader because a leader knows how to
effectively implement change.
Any person who has ever been in a leadership
position will tell you that to lead efficiently, you cannot
be afraid to be criticized, but rather grow from the
criticism. A leader also cannot be afraid to criticize in a
way that is still constructive. You must know how to
make changes without tearing people down and instead
trigger change by building them up. Leading doesn’t
always come naturally, it comes from a passion to
influence positive actions and choices around you every
day.

The Importance of Leadership in FBLA
Anarchy as defined by Merriam-Webster is: “A
state of disorder due to absence or non-recognition
of authority.” No business can thrive in disorder, so
neither can FBLA function without
leadership. Throughout history leadership has been
used in every aspect of society. From a leader of a
house, a country, or a business. FBLA is centered
around training future business leaders, and the best
way to learn how to lead is to be led. As such, the
importance of leadership in FBLA is paramount to the
success of the members and the organization.
Leadership is not about being the best of everyone, nor
is it about being in control. Leadership is about doing
the right thing for the betterment of everyone and then
inspiring those led to do it. These qualities are shown in
FBLA leaders. By being led, members are united as an
organization. Members show that they trust each other
enough to allow for a few to be the face of the
organization. By being led, members have the
opportunity to learn what good qualities are in a leader
by observing their own leaders. Then they can apply
their finding to themselves allowing them to reach their
true potential.

Submitted by: Megan Waitman, Idalia

Submitted by: Joshua Kelly, Sangre de Cristo

Roots of Communication
Communication is the pinnacle aspect of successful leadership. Future Business Leaders of America teaches
the importance of the role communication plays in leadership at all levels of the club. At the member level, you learn
you must communicate your questions and concerns to your chapter officers in order to become successful. In this
you become a leader of your own future. As a chapter officer, it is your job to lead with your team. The only way to
successfully lead as one is to communicate with another as well as your advisor. In this you become a leader to your
members as well as in your school.
In learning the art of communication, you are enabled to be a strong and confident leader. This skill does not
just translate to your FBLA career in high school but into your adult life. Having leadership experience and knowing
how to be a successful leader positions you for a successful career not only in business but within anything you
decide to pursue. Anywhere life takes you, the value of knowing how to be a successful communicator is priceless.
By offering you the chance to obtain this skill, Future Business Leaders of America prepares you for the world. The
club instills lifelong skills that are quintessential to a successful career.
Great leadership stems from its roots in communication. Good communication allows for a concise and clear
motive making goals easier to establish and reach. Communication also allows tasks and responsibilities to be clearly
assigned creating an organized system that can efficiently reach goals. These are just a couple of the skills stemming
from the ability to effectively communicate that contribute to successful leadership. Essentially, Future Business
Leaders of America instills the ability to communicate, and therefore the ability to be a leader, in your high school
years. It also opens the doors for you to obtain success in your adult life and careers. Knowing how to be a leader is a
quintessential life skill that FBLA continuously instills in us through the ability of communicating.
Submitted by: Hannah Boyd, Cherokee Trail
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